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ABSTRACT
Application datasets are shared or published in a variety of technical formats, structured or semi-structured. Visualization tools can help users explore and understand those data, but are typically designed for one data format, e.g., relational, RDF, XML, or even a domain-specific vocabulary such as FOAF for RDF. We present a novel framework that, given as input a dataset of one among many different formats, automatically derives an informative graph structure in the spirit of Property Graphs (PGs), from which an interactive visual interface is created. Our framework leverages prior work on integrating heterogeneous data and abstracting (or summarizing) it. The novelty here lies in interpreting each graph node through this abstraction process, and combining it with an interactive visual representation.

1 MOTIVATION
Semi-structured data can be encoded in a variety of formats, including RDF graphs, property graphs, JSON data objects and XML trees. Serialization of such data structures yields textual representations that are easily persisted and transported, facilitating data interchange. Such textual representations can also be loaded and edited in raw text and code editors. But working at this low level of abstraction is often tedious: users experience difficulty understanding, analyzing and interactively manipulating the data, primarily because of the unidimensional nature of this textual representation.

Visual tools and frameworks can support users in their data understanding and analysis tasks. But those tools are typically designed for one particular format, e.g., RDF or XML, or even for one particular domain-specific vocabulary based on those formats, e.g., FOAF or RSS. The goal of this work is to design and develop a framework that can generate interactive visual representations from data in any format (highly structured, i.e., relational, or semi-structured). Based on the basic premise that any kind of data can be modeled as a graph, our framework transforms the imported data into a generic graph structure from which node-link diagram representations can be derived. The research question we focus on is as follows: can we automatically produce, from any input data, a graph structure amenable to visual representation that can effectively support users in data exploration and manipulation tasks?

Our framework primarily uses node-link diagrams for the representation of this structure, as such visualizations are generic and fairly straightforward to understand. But as they suffer from scalability problems – quickly becoming illegible as the graph’s size or density increases – we favor an approach based on incremental exploration. Rather than represent the entire graph, the framework lets users identify points of entry into the graph – nodes of particular interest through, e.g., a keyword search or the filtering of a list based on criteria such as node type or facets. A subgraph is then generated from the selected nodes, serving as the basis for the interactive exploration of the whole graph: based on users’ interests – i.e., when following selected links – additional nodes are fetched and visualized, and branches of lesser interest can be elided to keep the visual representation manageable.

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives a brief overview of related work in data management systems and interactive graph exploration. Section 3 describes recent data management research results, based on data abstraction, that our approach builds upon. Section 4 describes the new ingredients we contribute to generate property graphs from arbitrary input data based on abstraction. Section 5 studies the performance of our data processing and analysis pipeline. Section 6 then gives an overview of the visualization tool we are currently designing to display those graphs.

2 STATE OF THE ART
We outline the main areas and results in trying to help users cope with large data volumes: graph exploration from a database perspective; and interactive graph visualisation. Compared to these, the novelty of our work is: (i) we target structured or semi-structured data from a variety of models; (ii) we leverage property graphs as vehicles for interactive visualization.

In this paper, we present our ongoing work toward a first objective: guiding user navigation in an unknown graph, from a given node, to its neighbours. This is but one among many, complementary graph exploration techniques.

2.1 Graph exploration in Data Management Systems
The traditional way of interacting with the data assumes users write queries, which requires a certain level of technical skills, as well
as some familiarity with the data. To handle situations where one or both are lacking, prior work has investigated ways to (i) help users form structured queries, or to (ii) search the data via simpler means, such as keyword search and/or flexible — as opposed to structured — querying. Below, we review recent data exploration works targeting graph databases.

Modern graph query languages such as GPML [19] or the JEDI [1] SPARQL extension allow asking for paths between nodes matching some query variables. GPML allows asking for paths between variables even if the users know nothing about the structure of the path; in contrast, SPARQL 1.1 and JEDI require users to combine known graph edge labels in their regular path queries.

In keyword-based search (KBS, in short) [3, 4, 16, 39], one asks, e.g., for connections between “Alice”, “Nice” and “IBM”. Here, a result is a tree including three nodes whose labels match respectively these keywords. KBS is handy when users know keywords (entities) to search for. It does however have disadvantages: finding all answers may be costly, and it may be hard to “guess” entities that are connected. To remove the latter hurdle, one approach [6] is to automatically enumerate the paths between pairs of connected entities of specific types, e.g., between People and Organizations, that are considered most meaningful.

Other systems let users build SPARQL queries incrementally, e.g., [27] for conjunctive SPARQL, and [25] for queries with aggregation. Many graph exploration methods exist, see, e.g., [26], in particular coming from the data visualisation community; we discuss them below.

2.2 Interactive graph exploration

The literature on interactive graph visualisation and exploration is extremely rich and varied [38]. We focus our overview of this research area on works that deal specifically with knowledge graphs and some types of linked data browsers [17], as opposed to multivariate networks at large (covered in a recent survey [28]).

Some of the earliest visualisation tools represented raw graphs as node-link diagrams [29]. As these representations were quite verbose and generic, their scalability was limited. Various approaches were devised to address this issue. For instance, a language inspired by Cascading Stylesheets (CSS) was designed to customize the appearance of nodes and links [30]. The representation remained quite verbose, however. Later systems displayed the graph as a node-link diagram but at a higher level of abstraction, aiming to support specific exploration tasks. LodLive [13] and Visor [32] display the graph in a dynamic manner. The graph is not shown in its entirety: starting from a subgraph, additional nodes and links get displayed on-demand, aggregating part of the structure and thus limiting visual clutter. RelFinder [23], as the name suggests, shows paths connecting pairs of resources, starting with the shortest ones. Visor can also represent paths connecting several hops away in the graph structure, taking edge direction into account.

Other knowledge graph exploration interfaces depart from the node-link diagram representation, and rather focus on the visualisation of sets of resources. This can be with faceted browsing [22, 24, 37], by aggregating properties based on path characteristics for the properties of interest [18] to produce meaningful views, or through the visualisation of specific characteristics of those resources’ properties, such as the distribution of values for a given property [11, 12, 36]. Others focus on RDF visualisation allowing the user to access more details [14, 31].

In this context, we present our ongoing work toward a first objective: guiding user navigation in an unknown graph, from a given node, to its neighbours.

3 PRELIMINARIES

We first recall concepts and results our work builds upon.

3.1 ConnectionLens and normalized graphs

ConnectionLens [2, 3, 16] is a system capable of integrating heterogeneous datasets into a graph, as illustrated in Figure 1. We integrate four datasets (corresponding to the gray areas) in an e-commerce scenario. In this example, we use: (i) an XMark [35] XML auction document where ABC shoes were sold; (ii) a JSON document detailing different shoe models; (iii) an RDF fragment from Wikidata, about the shoe maker, and (iv) an auction user’s HTML blog page. ConnectionLens enriches the graph by extracting Named Entities (NEs), e.g., person, organisations or locations, each added as a new node to the graph; we use one color for each NE type.

As Figure 1 shows, some edges are labeled and some edges are not, due to the structure of the original data. For instance, all edges in an RDF graph are labeled; property graphs (PGs) are ingested by turning each node (or edge) property into a standalone node, connected to its parent node (edge) via an edge labeled with the property name. In contrast, the natural modeling of XML documents leads to unlabeled edges between parent and child elements, while edges between elements and attributes are labeled; most edges in JSON documents are not labeled, etc. To facilitate the analysis of heterogeneous data graphs, ConnectionLens graphs are normalized: each labeled edge is replaced by a new intermediate node carrying the original edge’s label, as well as two unlabeled edges connecting it to the two ends of the original edge.

Notations. We introduce the following notations. A normalised directed graph $G$ is a triple of the form $(V, E, L)$, where: $V$ is a set of nodes; $E \subseteq V \times V$ is a set of (unlabelled) directed edges; and $L$...
is the set of node labels. Further, we write \((s,n_1,...,n_p, t)\) to denote a directed path from source node \(s\) to target node \(t\), of length \(p\). Finally, \(P\) designates the set of all directed acyclic paths in \(G\).

### 3.2 Collections

Abstra \([7, 8]\) is a data abstraction system developed recently. Given a relational, JSON, XML, property graph (PG) or RDF dataset, from the ConnectionLens graph corresponding to the dataset, Abstra automatically computes a description meant to give humans a first-sight overview of a dataset. This description is a flavor of Entity-Relationship (ER) diagram, of which many variants have been proposed in the literature. In particular, when modeling relational databases, an entity’s attributes only have atomic values \([33]\); in contrast, the value of an attribute of an Abstra entity can have a nested structure. For instance, the value of an "address" attribute can be a set of two locations, each specified as street, city, and country; one location may also have an extra "getting there" field structured in successive steps, etc.\(^1\)

As an intermediary step towards abstracting datasets, Abstra groups nodes in equivalence classes. Abstra’s notion of equivalence \([8]\) seeks to capture the judgment of users who authored the data; it can be seen as reverse-engineering the data design guidelines associated to each data model, and which dictate how to describe application data in that model. For instance, human users immediately understand that "two articles are similar (conceptually equivalent)" as soon as they both have, e.g., a title and some authors. In order to work with graphs generated from a variety of data sources, we leverage Abstra’s node equivalence, specified in \([8]\). A group of nodes considered equivalent by Abstra are said to be part of a collection.

Each collection has a label. For XML, PGs or JSON, the label of the collection is the label shared by the nodes of the collection, while for RDF, this label is the most specific type shared with the other nodes of the collection.

### 3.3 Entities, boundaries and relationships

Having grouped all nodes in collections, Abstra performs the following steps:

1. Organize the collections in a directed graph, having an edge \(C_1 \to C_2\) whenever in the original graph, a node of collection \(C_1\) has an outgoing edge toward a node of collection \(C_2\); we call this the collection graph. Figure 2 shows the collection graph obtained from the XML data at the top left in Figure 1: each collection is shown as a box, labeled with an XML element name, e.g., initial, or with a label such as #initial, which denotes the set of text nodes that are children of the initial elements. The colors of the collection boxes will be explained shortly.

2. Choose a set of collections, each of which is designated as the root of an entity, i.e., a core set of things described by the dataset. Each entity collection \(e\) is also attached a set of attributes, i.e., other collections accessible from \(e\), and seen as describing the \(e\) entities. Abstra defines the boundary of an entity \(e\) as the set of these collections describing \(e\), together with edges between them. For example, in Figure 2, the entity root collections are orange-filled, while their boundaries are delimited by the light orange shapes.

Based on the chosen entities, Abstra turns any directed path from an entity collection \(e_1\) to another entity collection \(e_2\), into a relationship between the entities. In Figure 2, the annotation and author collections (blue background) materialize the relation between the open auctions and the people.

### 4 UNDERSTANDING DATASETS THROUGH THE PRISM OF ABSTRACTION

Abstraction leads to a compact E-R representation of a dataset, where users can see at a glance the main entities and relationships. However, abstractions are not interactive, and they do not enable finding information about any individual node. We seek to leverage abstractions, to help users interactively explore the original data graph at the node level. This raises two challenges, which can be seen as losses of information (or precision); we detail them in Section 4.1. Then, we describe our approach for overcoming these, and reaching our goal.

#### 4.1 Abstraction-induced information loss

A first observation is that abstractions may hide (not reflect) some nodes from the original graph. This happens in several cases.

- To keep the E-R diagram of manageable size, Abstra users may specify an upper bound on the number of entities. Thus, node collections that are relatively rare, in a complex-structure graph, may not be reflected in the Abstra output at all: not as entities, not even in other entities’ boundaries.
- For visual simplicity, Abstra relationships are simple paths from an entity to another, of the form \(e_1 \rightarrow k_1 \rightarrow k_2 \ldots \rightarrow e_2\) for some collections \(k_i\). If a collection \(k_j\) is reachable only from one of the \(k_i\)’s in a relation, \(k_j\) is visible neither in the relation, nor an attribute within the boundary of \(e_1\) or \(e_2\). For example, in Figure 2, the description and text collections under annotation would not be visible in the abstraction.

Finally, Abstra rejects 1-node equivalence classes as entity roots, e.g., the site, open auctions and people singleton collections in Figure 2. Such a singleton can be seen as only a "container" for a larger collection. If such singletons are not included in an entity’s boundary, they may not be visible in the abstraction.

Second, summarization may consider equivalent nodes with slightly different structure, e.g., two person \(p_1, p_2\) having name and address, even if only \(p_1\) has an email address. Such simplifications are common when summarizing graphs. Further, for efficiency, Abstra selects entity collections, and their boundaries, directly on the collection graph, not on the original graph. Thus, equivalent nodes, indistinguishable in the abstraction, may have different internal (surrounding) structures, which should be faithfully reflected for each, when exploring the data at the node level.

Intuitively: abstraction paints with wide brushstrokes; node-oriented exploration requires a fine brush. This is why we need

---

\(^1\)Sample abstractions computed by Abstra can be seen online at https://team.inria.fr/cedar/projects/abstra/.
to extend the node interpretation (to which entities or relationships do they belong? what part do they play there?) to each node individually. We discuss this in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.

4.2 A role for every node

We start by dividing all the nodes into four basic roles, as illustrated in Figure 3, using one node background color for each role (differently from Figure 2, Figure 3 represents individual nodes and edges):

- Value nodes (green fill), denoted $\mathcal{V}_V$, are the leaves of the graph. They have no children, but contain the actual data values.
- Entity root nodes (orange), denoted $\mathcal{V}_E$. These are nodes identified by Abstra as entry points, or top nodes, in its entities. Each Abstra entity, striped of its relations, can be seen as a DAG, containing nodes that describe the entity root. Thus, $\mathcal{V}_E$ nodes are exactly those from entity root collections.
- In-relationship nodes (blue), denoted $\mathcal{V}_R$. These are data nodes that are, in the data graph, along a directed path from an entity root node (previous role in this list) to another. For example, in Figure 3, there are exactly two such nodes.
- Structural nodes (white), denoted $\mathcal{V}_S$, are all other nodes in the graph.

We compute $\mathcal{V}_E$ as: the nodes assigned by Abstra to a collection that is an entity root. We compute $\mathcal{V}_V$, $\mathcal{V}_R$, and $\mathcal{V}_S$ directly on the graph and also based on $\mathcal{V}_E$.

4.3 Boundaries to which a node belongs

Our next task is to assign each $\mathcal{V}_V$, $\mathcal{V}_E$ and $\mathcal{V}_S$ node into the boundaries of one or more entity instances. We do this by traversing the graph starting from each $\mathcal{V}_V$ node, going backwards, along all acyclic paths, until we reach an entity root, i.e., a $\mathcal{V}_E$ node. All the nodes (and edges) traversed on an acyclic path that reaches a node $n_\ell \in \mathcal{V}_E$, are part of the boundary of $n_\ell$. In a similar fashion, we also compute a boundary for each in-relationship node, except that in this process, we stop when reaching a node from $\mathcal{V}_R$, and we attach boundaries to $\mathcal{V}_R$ nodes. Intuitively, such boundaries capture "all attributes needed to describe relationships between nodes". Entities are described by possibly nested attributes, and the nodes along the relationship paths may also have their own attributes. We say such attributes are part of the boundary of the respective nodes (either entity root, or relationship node). Visually, in Figure 3, boundaries are represented as shaded pink areas. As illustrated in the Figure, boundaries can overlap: a city is shared by two people living there. In general, boundaries overlap when several entity or relationship instances are described by the same nodes (or subgraphs).

4.4 Deriving Property Graphs

Property Graphs (PGs, in short) are currently very popular for representing (semi)structured data. PG schemas can be derived from dataset abstractions [20]; in our context, we need to derive PGs from normalized graphs, using the abstractions. A PG consists of a set of nodes, and possibly a set of directed edges. Each node and edge can have: one or more labels; and a set of attributes, which have a name and a value; values are atomic. A PG node or edge may have one or more labels, which serve to distinguish different kinds of nodes. From a data management perspective, PGs are preferable to simple graphs, such as those built by ConnectionLens (Figure 1), or RDF graphs, because if nodes are stored with their attributes, less joins (or navigation) are needed to retrieve a node’s content, and similarly for edges. From a user’s perspective, also, the encapsulation of attributes in PG nodes and edges makes them intuitive and easy to grasp.

We turn each entity instance rooted in a node $e \in \mathcal{V}_E$ into a PG node $pg_e$, as follows.

- Node $pg_e$ has an internal identifier attribute id, whose value is the one created for it by ConnectionLens.
- Recall that $e$ may have multiple values for a child label $l$. Since this is not allowed in PGs, we attach to $pg_e$ one attribute whose name is $l$, and whose value we compute by serializing all the values of $l$ within a JSON list of the form $[l_{i_1}, l_{i_2}, \ldots, l_{i_k}]$.
- Further, $e$’s attributes may have nested values, which PGs do not model. Thus, a non-atomic value of an attribute

![Figure 2: Collection graph obtained from the XML document in Figure 1.](image-url)
A graph relationship $r$ of the form $e_1, n_1, \ldots, n_j, e_2$ where $e_1, e_2 \in \mathcal{V}_E$ and $n_i \in \mathcal{V}_E$ is transformed into a (single) PG edge from the node $pg_1$ created from $e_1$ as above, to the node $pg_2$ corresponding to $e_2$. This edge is labeled with the concatenation of the labels of all the collections along the relationship. For each node along the relationship, we compute the properties in the same way they are computed for PG nodes. Finally, the PG edge accumulates the properties of each node along the relationship; each property carrying the label of the node it comes from, as a prefix of its own label. This way, all information is kept during the transformation. In fact, if we have two PG nodes person, Alice and Bob connected by a relationship in the original graph of two nodes: package expedition and package reception both having a date attribute, the resulting PG edge would have two attributes date that we need to distinguish.

For illustration, Figure 4 shows two PG nodes and an edge resulting from the data in Figure 2. We have added two emails to the node at the right (not present in the data previously depicted), to illustrate the handling of multi-valued attributes.

The PG thus obtained reflects all the nodes in the Abstra-chosen entities and relationships, as well as all their boundaries. Running Abstra with no upper limit on the number of selected entities maximizes the part of the original dataset we transform into a Property Graph.

5 EXPERIMENTS

When users import data into the framework, we want it to be available for visualisation as quickly as possible. We thus evaluate the performance of our method as the time taken by each data processing step, and the scalability in the data size. After describing our datasets (Section 5.1) and experimental settings (Section 5.2), we discuss our experiments and their results.
### 5.1 Datasets

We used two different controllable-size datasets for our experiments. XMark [35] is an XML benchmark describing auctions, products, and buyers. We generated files with scale factors 0.25, 0.5, and 1, respectively. We fed them to Abstra, leading to normalized graphs having from 1M to 4.24M edges. BSBM [9] is an RDF benchmark describing an e-commerce scenario, comprising products, vendors, and consumers posting reviews about products. Again, we generated three datasets of increasing size (Table 1), leading to normalized graphs of 0.67M to 2.18M edges. The numbers of nodes and edges in the normalized Abstra graphs are also reported in Table 1.

### 5.2 Settings

Our computation of roles, boundaries, and conversion to property graphs is implemented in Python 3.6. First, we call Abstra [8] to build the normalized graphs and collections, which we read from Postgres. We then measure the time taken by our algorithms to convert the data to a PG, also persisted in Postgres. We used a MacBook with Apple M1 Pro chip with 16 GB of memory.

### 5.3 Results

Figure 5 and 6 shows the time taken by each operation in our framework, as a function of the number of edges in the normalized graph. We note that each operation time grows linearly with the graph size (number of edges). The longest times are to compute the boundaries (Section 4.3) and write the PG in the database. The times are shorter for BSBM (RDF), because its relations and boundaries are less deep, simplifying our computations. Finally, the total time is acceptable for the processing of large datasets and as it is linear, we cannot expect a lot of improvement. We could though parallelize operations.

### 6 DATA GRAPH EXPLORATION

The property graphs generated by the above data transformation process are all structured in the same manner, amenable to a generic form of exploratory visualization.

We opt for a visualization based on node-link diagrams as such diagrams are conceptually simple to understand. But, as node-link diagrams scale poorly with the size and density of graphs, we employ strategies to keep the visual representation compact. Figure 7 illustrates part of the interface, displaying a summarized view of an XMark document, detailing a Person’s properties.

Our visualizations are implemented using D3 [10] and integrated in the Connection Studio platform [5].

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>name</th>
<th>size (bytes)</th>
<th>nb. of nodes</th>
<th>nb. of edges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XMark025</td>
<td>29,220,287</td>
<td>945,366</td>
<td>1,062,437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XMark05</td>
<td>58,005,779</td>
<td>1,876,628</td>
<td>2,122,577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XMark1</td>
<td>116,517,344</td>
<td>3,733,934</td>
<td>4,246,835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSBM3K</td>
<td>208,986,518</td>
<td>971,755</td>
<td>1,458,780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSBM4K</td>
<td>313,589,776</td>
<td>1,453,549</td>
<td>2,189,198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSBM6K</td>
<td>511,100,393</td>
<td>2,360,702</td>
<td>3,563,778</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Datasets and metrics on the generated graphs.
forms, e.g., find the Person named Alice, or all Person nodes living in NY.

Another option consists in generating a visual summary of the graph that reflects the abstractions computed by Abstra (Section 4). As illustrated in Figure 7, this visualization shows a summary of the structure of the property graph, representing each collection of entities and the collection of relations in the property graph and how they are connected.

This summary can help users identify entity or relation types of interest that can then be selected and serve as an entry point into the actual property graph. Selecting an entity or relation takes users to a property table that lists all instances of the corresponding collection, together with their properties arranged in columns. The header of each column is the path from the root to the property. Selecting one particular item in this list takes users to the Graph Exploration panel, centering the viewport on the corresponding element.

6.2 Compactness

We described how we compute a property graph from imported datasets in Section 4. The nodes and edges of this graph are rich objects holding multiple properties that we represent nested inside the corresponding geometrical primitives: boxes that can be expanded and whose content can be scrolled for nodes; and curves decorated with an arrow shape for links. This arrow shape conveys the relation type and its direction. It can be expanded and scrolled as well, to show properties associated with the corresponding type of relationship. We favor nesting of key-value pairs in both cases for the sake of compactness.

Nodes are laid out using D3’s force simulation (package d3-force) [10], setting a link force that leaves reasonable empty space around shapes to expand them. Boxes decorating links are treated as nodes in the simulation driving the layout, link curves being composed of two Bézier curves, one on each side. Clicking on a shape expands that shape to reveal the nested list of properties. That list is made scrollable if it overflows the parent node shape, as illustrated in Figure 7 with the person collection.

Each node collection is assigned a different color hue, consistent across views (actual property graph and graph summary). In the Graph Summary view, stroke width (nodes and links) is mapped to the group’s cardinality, giving a rough idea about its number of instances.

6.3 Incremental exploration

The Graph Summary view is typically limited to a few dozen boxes with corresponding links as it aggregates entities by collection or relationship type. The Graph Exploration view, however, shows the actual instances themselves and can quickly become cluttered. Users start from a blank workspace that they will populate with a small initial node-set, adding and pruning branches incrementally as they follow relations of interest.

By default, only a subset of a node’s relations is shown, chosen based on their relevance. Selecting one of those relations will fetch and display the corresponding target node, which can then become the primary focus of attention. Providing users with a seamless and efficient way to navigate the graph is key, avoiding too many explicit actions to manually expand branches and prune links of little interest while keeping relevant branches readily accessible at the same time. This interaction design phase is currently on-going, as discussed next.

7 ONGOING AND FUTURE WORK

On the data transformation side, our pipeline can be improved using parallelization to increase performance. The pipeline could also be made into a universal (semi)-structured data converter to Property
Graphs by allowing other PG schemas than the one computed with Abstra, letting users choose entity root collections.

On the user interface side, we are currently exploring several areas for improvement. As mentioned earlier, nodes can have many properties and many relations. We expose those properties through a scrollable list, and are investigating different strategies to sort them, such as computing a score of pertinence for each object, inspired by KL-divergence with pseudo-relevance feedback [27] or personalized PageRank [15], showing to the user the top-k ranked objects. We can also allow the user to choose the entity roots collection, thus, allowing other PG schemas than the one computed from Abstra. Such transformation pipeline would be a universal (semi)-structured data converter to Property Graphs.

Other enhancements include: using word scale visualizations [21] to show the value distribution per property across all nodes of a certain collection; using input modalities beyond keyboard and mouse to interact with elements of the node-link diagram, such as pen and touch [34]. The latter is part of a larger interaction design effort to ease navigation in the node-link diagram, streamlining navigation (interactive traversal) and graph element visibility management actions, thanks to the flexibility and additional expressive power of those two modalities combined.

We will be conducting a user-study to evaluate the quality of the data transformation and of the exploration and visualization tool once it is ready.

Beyond node and link visibility management, we are investigating different input modalities beyond mouse and keyboard to interact with the graph view, such as pen and touch. We believe that these have much potential because of the flexible yet precise selections they afford in a direct manipulation context.
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